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Extra Heavyweight Square
Socketed Football Goal Posts 21' x 7' (Youth)
BX/DC 2773
Stadia Sports 21' x 7' Extra Heavyweight Socketed
Steel Football Goals are ideal for use in parks and open
spaces with the toughest of environments. Popular with
Local Authorities looking for goal posts which are
durable and able to withstand heavy usage. Combine
with Anti-Hooligan nets to help against vandalism.
Also available as a complete goal package (includes
2 x goals, sockets, nets and net supports).
Stadia Sports Socketed Steel Football Goals
manufactured from our strongest 76mm square section
steel are the perfect choice for any parks and open
spaces where the goals may face an extremely tough
environment. The goal posts are junior size 21' x 7' and
fit into sleeves (aka sockets) set in the ground. The net
supports (sold separately) are continental net supports
sometimes referred to as 'D' shaped will fix to the goal
posts in the top corners to give the net a short 'roof'
section which is the most popular shape of goal used in
UK football.

Made in the UK.
Tested to BS EN 8462.
Manufactured from heavyweight
steel 76mm square x 3mm thick.
Corner joints are seam welded for
maximum strength.
Crossbars slide into the uprights and
bolt together using corrosion
resistant fixings.
Uprights fit into 46cm deep x 90mm
sq steel ground sockets (supplied).
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Goal posts are painted white as
standard
Comes with safety net hooks and
plastic socket caps.
Football Goal Posts (21' x 7') include:
2 x Crossbars, 4 x Uprights, 4 x Sockets and all the
necessary fixings to build the goals.
Dimensions:
21' x 7' (6.40m x 2.13m)
Specification:
Heavyweight steel
76mm square x 3mm thick
90mm x 46cm deep square steel sockets
Powder coated white as standard
Tested to BS EN 8462
Manufactured in the UK
Nets not included
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